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Overview  of  Lecture	
• Introduce our guest lecturer – Topher Buck
• Atmospheric concepts (20)
o
o
o
o

The gas law - pressure, temperature, volume
Pressure as a function of altitude
Temperature and Vertical structure (troposphere, stratosphere)
Moisture in the atmosphere, clouds

• Chemistry concepts
o
o
o
o

(20)

Periodic table
Chemical bonds
Chemical reactions, energetics and equilibrium
Free radicals and other species

• Gas lifetimes in the atmosphere (10)
• Ozone hole: what caused it what’s happened to it? (10)

Kinetic  Theory  of  Gasses	
• Describes a gas as a large number of small particles
(atoms or molecules) in constant, random motion
• Macroscopic properties like pressure, temperature
and viscosity come from the molecular properties
• The vast number of
particles involved means
one has to treat them
statistically
• Particles don’t interact
except when they collide,
and they don’t exhibit
quantum properties
"ʺTranslational  motion"ʺ  by  A.Greg,  
en:User:Greg  L  -‐‑  English  Wikipedia.  
Licensed  under  Creative  Commons	

Ideal  Gas  Law	
• Consider a volume of gas: in collisions with the edge,
molecules transmit a bit of force, which gives pressure
• Pressure, volume and temperature are related by the
Ideal Gas Law:

P *V = n * R *T

• Volume  V  =  Δx*Δy*Δz,  in cm3
• Pressure  P  =  F/A  (force per unit
area) in Newtons/m2 = Pascals
• n  is amount of gas in moles, where
Δz	
a mole is 6x1023 molecules
• T  is temperature in °K (absolute)
• R  is the “universal gas constant”,
with a value of 8.3 Joules/mol/°K  	
Δy	
Δx	

Gas  Pressure,  units	
• Atmospheric pressure (at sea level)

	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
  
	
	
	
	

Patm  	
=  1  atm  (atmosphere)  	
	
	
=  1.013  bar	
	
	
=  1.013x105  Pascals  (Newton/m2)	
	
	
=  1013  mb  (millibar,  a.k.a.  
	
	
	
	
HectoPascal)	
	
	
=  29.9  in  Hg  (mercury)	
	
	
=  760  mm  Hg	
	
	
=  15  lb/in2

Barometer  –  using  mercury	

Too many units! We’ll use millibars unless otherwise
indicated

Density  of  Gas	
• We can express the ideal gas law
to give the density of gas:

P *V = n * R *T

n(mol)* w ( kg / mol ) ! w $ P
mass
ρ gas
=
= # &*
	
 =
"R% T
volume
V
• w is the molecular weight (really, mass), in kg/mole
• A mole is that special quantity (6  x  1023  molecules,
given by Avogadro’s number) such that 1 gram is the
mass of 1 mole of hydrogen atoms, the lightest
element with 1 atomic mass unit (1 AMU)
• For a molecule, w  is the sum of the atomic masses
• For air, a gas mixture, w  is the average molecular
weight of the mixture, approximately 0.029 kg/mole

Atmospheric  Pressure  and  Temp	

Number  of  Times	

• Under normal circumstances, pressure and temperature
on the earth’s surface vary due to solar heating
• Atmospheric pressure varies typically by around 1%, while
temperature varies by 10% (40°K of 300°K absolute)
• So the density varying as P/T  affected more by T	
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“Hydrostatic”  Pressure	
• The atmospheric pressure at some location is due to
to the weight of air above it
• For a static parcel of gas (as in the cylinder below)
the pressure on the top surface is P2  =  F2  /  A,  which is
balanced by the force down from above
• Pressure on the bottom surface is a bit higher due to
Force	
the weight of gas in the volume:
F2	
        P1  	
=  F1  /  A  	
	
Area	
P2,z2	
	
	
=  (F2  +  mgas*g)  /  A	
  A	
Δz	
	
	
=  F2/A  +  (ρgas*  V  *  g)  /  A	
P1,z1	
= P2 +ρgas* g * Δz
Force	
Hence the difference in pressure is:
F1	
	
 A  *  Δz	
Volume  V  =  
	
ΔP  =  P2  –  P1  =  -‐‑ρgas*  g  *  Δz	

Pressure  with  Altitude	
• Since density itself is proportional to pressure,

#w*g& P
ΔP = −ρ gas * g * Δz = − %
( * * Δz
$ R ' T
ΔP −K
A  constant,  
=
* Δz
P
T
we’ll  call  K	

Area  A	
Δz	
Vol  V  =  A  *  Δz	

We see that the pressure changes by a constant fraction
with a fixed vertical step (ignoring temperature)
Pressure  drop  with  height	

K *z
P(z) = P(0)* exp(−
)
T
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That is exponential
behavior (blue curve):
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Buoyancy  and  Convection	
• As we discussed last week, convection moves gas
vertically, driven by buoyancy variations when the
density of a gas parcel is different than its surroundings
• It moves up if is positively buoyant:

( ρ parcel − ρ surrounding )
B = −g
ρ parcel

having lower density than the surrounding

Temperature  vs  Altitude	
• When a parcel of gas rises, its volume expands
• This expansion is a form of “work”, just like gas
pushing a piston in an engine
• The work takes thermal energy
from the gas, cooling it down
as it rises
• Under adiabatic conditions
(no heat transferred to or from
surroundings), temperature
falls with altitude at the Dry
Adiabatic Lapse Rate:
	
ΔT
10°C
5.5°F
	
 Γ Dry =
~
~

Δz

1000m
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Atmosphere  structure	
Recall: four layers, based on the temperature profile:

A  bit  later  we’ll  
talk  about  how  the  
ozone  heats  up  the  
stratosphere	
The  “lapse  rate”  
explains  the  linear  
drop  of  temperature  
with  altitude.  	

Humidity  –  changes  everything	
• The presence of water has a strong effect due to
being at a temperature where it can exist as vapor or
liquid (in clouds)
• Let’s define a few terms:
o Pv = The vapor pressure (partial pressure of water vapor);
o Pv,sat  (T) = The saturation vapor pressure (the maximum value it
can achieve at temperature T);
o SH  =  Pv/Pair    =    The specific humidity, up to 1% or so
o RH  =  Pv/Pv,sat    = the relative humidity, up to 100%

Saturation  Humidity	
• The amount of water vapor that can exist in air depends
strongly on temperature. because H2O molecules need
a some kinetic energy to overcome attraction to each
other and keep from coalescing into drops
This is described by the
Clausius-Clapeyron formula:

Pv,sat (T ) = A * exp(β *T )
where constant A = 6.11 mb
(the saturation pressure at
T=0°C)  and β=0.067/°C and T
is in Celcius.	
Warm  the  air  by  10°C  and  it  can  
hold  twice  the  water  vapor.    Wow!	

What  it  means…	
• Clausius-Clapeyron, the fact of increased temperature
raising the saturation humidity has consequences:
1) It explains the higher specific humidity in the tropics and the
falloff with altitude;

The graph from
lecture 2 on water
vapor content in
the atmosphere

Further  Consequences  of  C-‐‑C	
Also:
2) Rising saturation humidity with temperature implies that
with atmospheric warming, precipitation should be more
intense when it happens;
3) Assuming roughly constant relative humidity (which
agrees with data and predictions of most climate
scientists), rising specific humidity causes stronger
greenhouse effect from water vapor as the atmosphere
warms. This is a positive feedback mechanism, amplifying
the CO2 warming. It raises the possibility of the “runaway
greenhouse effect” (which most scientists and the IPCC
don’t consider to be possible from anthropogenic
warming)

Cloud  Formation	
• As we’ve seen, air from convection cools as it rises
• Starting with some relative humidity RH  =  pv/pv,sat(T) at
the surface, the relative humidity rises as the air cools
• At some altitude, the RH may reach 100% (the “dew
point”), at which vapor starts condensing into clouds
• The process of condensing is somewhat complicated,
requiring aerosol particles for droplets to form

Types  of  Clouds	
• Convecting air causes two types of clouds:
o Cumulus clouds (fair weather) get about 1-2 km tall, generating
heat fluxes of ~ 200 W/m2. Vertical motions up to ~ 2 m/sec.
Not enough energy to self sustain
o Cumulonimbus clouds (thunderstorms, heavy rains, hail) reach
up to the tropopause, with the top consisting of ice crystals.
Heat fluxes of many kW/m2, vertical winds in 10’s of m/sec
(enough to support hail). So called “deep convection”

Other  Cloud  Types	
• Not directly from convection:
o Stratus clouds – low altitude featureless cloud layer, doesn’t
rain typically but may drizzle. Net cooling effect.
o Cirrus clouds – thin, wispy high altitude clouds > 5 km height
composed mainly of ice crystals. Net heating effect
o Altostratus, cirrostratus, nimbostratus, stratocumulus, and
more, all different characteristics and effects.

Stratus  clouds	

Cirrus  clouds	

Summary	
• The physics of cloud formation and
precipitation is somewhat complicated, and
has only been understood pretty recently
• Moist convection in the atmosphere is an
inherently unstable process, and plays an
important role in heat transfer and climate
dynamics
• The difficulty of modeling the different types
of clouds, and especially the fact that the
typical cloud sizes are smaller than the grid
spacing in climate models, introduces
perhaps the most significant uncertainty in
climate model predictions

Chemistry	
• There is a lot we could cover here of importance to
the earth’s climate.
• For our purposes, we will cover (a review for many):
o the basic properties of atoms, molecules, isotopes
o the periodic table and why it has its structure
o the most relevant principles of basic chemistry: types of
compounds and why reactions happen

• Our main goals here are to
o Understand the sources and sinks for atmospheric gases
o Learn about the Carbon Cycle

Periodic  Table  of  Elements	
• The edifice of chemistry, which is an amazing
accomplishment of 19th century science.
• As the elements were being discovered, it was noticed
that certain of them had similar chemical properties
(the compounds they formed), and that there was a
periodic pattern (Oxygen/Sulfur,Fluorine/Chlorine, etc)

Atomic  Structure	
• These properties were explained when the building
blocks of atoms were discovered:
o Protons [P] (1917, Rutherford)
o Neutrons [N] (1932, Chadwick)
o Electrons [e] (1897, Thomson)

and their behaviors explained in the new theory of
Quantum Mechanics (Einstein, Planck, Heisenberg and
many others, 1906-1920s)

Nucleus  (few  x  10-‐‑15  m  or  Fermi  [fm])	
Atom  (~  10-‐‑10m  =  0.1  nm)	

Atomic  structure,  cont’d	
• An atom, being electrically neutral (charge = 0) has an
equal number of protons in the nucleus and electrons
orbiting
• The position of an atom in the periodic table is the
number of protons in the nucleus
• The nucleus also has about the same number of
neutrons as protons, which serve to bind the protons
together - which otherwise would repel one another
• The same element generally has multiple isotopes with
more or less neutrons:
Key  Isotopes  of  Carbon	
Different isotopes are used
for dating materials, as
we’ll discuss in the session
on paleoclimate

Isotope	
 P	
 N	
 %	
 Mass	
 Lifetime	
12C	

6	
 6	
 99%	

12	

Stable	

13C	

6	
 7	
 1%	

13	

Stable	

14C	

6	
 8	
 trace	
 14	

5730  yr	

Electron  orbital  structure	
• Stepping through the periodic table,
electrons fit into shells and orbitals, which
can hold a fixed number of electrons
o Shell #1 has 1 orbital (s), #2 has 2 (s and p),
#3 has 3 (s,p, and d), #4 has 4 (s,p,d and f)
o Orbital s holds up to 2 electrons, p up to 6, d
up to 10, f up to 14

• The outer electron orbital occupancy
determines the chemical properties,
since they are shared in chemical bonds
• Atoms with completely filled shells (blue
at right) are totally inert
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Chemical  Bonds	
• Atoms without filled outer shells can achieve a lower
potential energy by bonding with others
o Covalent bonds: a fairly equal sharing of electrons, as in the
H2 molecule below, and most compounds of interest to us
o Ionic bonds: one atom takes electrons from another, giving
making for a polar molecule like salt (NaCl, sodium chloride)

-‐‑4.6eV  =  	
-‐‑432  kJ/mol	
H2  molecule	

Covalent  bond  types	
• Atoms in molecules can share 1, 2 or even 3 electrons
between them, depending on their orbital occupancy
(which column of the periodic table they sit in)
• For example, combining an Oxygen (short two
electrons), with Hydrogen (a single one to share), it
forms two single bonds in water: H2O ó H-O-H
• On the other hand, Carbon, 4 electrons in outer shell,
shares 2 each with 2 Oxygens: CO2 ó O=C=O

Ions  and  Free  Radicals	
• In addition to molecules (neutrally charged, outer
electron orbitals completely shared), chemical
species can exist as:
o Ions: electrically charged fragments of molecules, such as:
• O—H- : hydroxide ion, one extra electron (negative 1 charge);
• H+
: hydrogen ion, bare proton w/o electron (+1 charge);
• CO32- : carbonate ion, two extra electrons.

o Free Radicals: molecules with unpaired valence electrons, highly
reactive, such as:
• . O—H : Hydroxyl radical, one unpaired electron
• O3
: Ozone molecule, neutral but highly reactive

Polar  molecules,  hydrogen  bonds	
• Even neutral molecules (not charged ions) can be
electrically polar if they are asymmetric, like water:
o Because the arrangement of H—O—H is at an angle, the
exposed oxygen end (having taken electrons from the
hydrogen) is negatively charged, and the hydrogen ends
positive

• H2O molecules in close proximity feel the attraction,
and tend to orient to one another to reach a lower
energy state Explains the high heat of vaporization
of water

Chemical  Energy	
• To a good approximation, for many molecules one
can calculate the chemical energy as a sum of the
bond energies. For example:
o Hydrogen gas: H-H
E = -432 kJ/mole
o Oxygen gas:
O=O E = -495 kJ/mole
o Water:
H-O-H E = -467 kJ/mole x 2 for the 2 bonds
[Site: http://chemwiki.ucdavis.edu/Theoretical_Chemistry/Chemical_Bonding/
General_Principles/Bond_Energies had these listed]

• Negative, because they are lower energy than
atoms in isolation. The zero point doesn’t matter!

Reaction  energetics	
• Rearranging atoms in molecules can make for more
or less chemical energy
• An exothermic (energy producing) reaction occurs if
the products have lower energy than the reactants.
• Consider a combustion reaction:

2 H2 + O2 è 2 H2O

Compare a mole of O2 (32g) plus two of H2 (4g):
• Energy = -495 kJ + 2*(-432) kJ = -1359 kJ

with two moles of H2O (36g):
• Energy = 4*(-467) kJ = -1868 kJ

we see the products (the 2 moles of H2O) has lower
energy by 509 kJ

Activation  Energy  barrier	
• That reaction (2 H2 + O2 è 2 H2O) doesn’t happen
by itself, without a spark or a match, because in the
process one has to break the bonds first, giving it an
energy barrier to proceed:
Intermediate  state	
2  H2  +  Os	

2  H2O	

Reversible  reactions	
• Many reactions can go either direction, if the right
conditions exist and energy is available. In an
abstract case (w/ 2 reactants and 2 products):
aA  +  bB  !  cC  +  dD	
• in which a moles of A combine with b moles of B to
produce c of C and d of D, all four species can exist
together in an equilibrium state, with concentrations
reaching a certain ratio:
[A]a *[B]b
c

d

[C] *[D]

= K reaction

• An example of relevance is the production of
carbonic acid: CO2  +  H2O    ó  H2CO3	
In which the the ratio [H2CO3]/[CO2] = 0.0017 in pure
water (or 0.0012 in sea water) [from wikipedia]

The  Atmosphere  -‐‑  review	
•
•
•
•

Total mass: Matm ~ 5 x 1018 kg = 5 x 106 Gigatons
Mass/area = Matm/(4 πRe2) = 104kg/m2 ~ 15 lb/in2
Average surface density: 1.2 kg/m3
80% of atmosphere inside 10km

Atmosphere  at  moon-‐‑rise  from  the  International  Space  Station	

Atmospheric  constituents	
Name	

Activity	

%	

Where  from?	

Absorption	

Respiration  of  living  
vegetation,  plankton  	

Absorbs  
visible	

N2	
 Nitrogen	
 Mostly  inert	

78%	

O2	
 Oxygen	
 Active	

21%	

Ar	
 Argon	

Totally  inert	

0.9%	
 Radioactive  decay  of  40K  
(Potassium)	

No  
absorption	

Somewhat	
active	

0.2-‐‑	
 Evaporation,  plant  
0.5%	
 respiration	

Absorbs  IR  
and  visible	

H2O	
Water  
vapor	

CO2	
 Carbon   Somewhat  
	
dioxide	
 active	

0.04%	
 Volcanos  and  humans  (fossil   Absorbs  
400ppm	
 fuel  burning,  agriculture,  etc)	
 infrared	

CH4	
 Methane	
 Active	

1.7  ppm	
 Organic  decay	

Absorbs  
infrared	

Highly  
active	

500  ppb	
 Exhaust,  photoproduced  in  
stratosphere	

Absorbs  IR  
and  UV	

Somewhat  
active	

310  ppb	
 Agriculture	

Absorbs  
infrared	

<1  ppb	

Absorbs  UV,  
infrared	

O3	
 Ozone	
N2O	
 Nitrous  
oxide	

CFCs  etc	
 Inert	

Refrigerant,  industrial  
processes	

Atmospheric  chemistry	
• Real world atmospheric chemistry is complicated
by the fact that there are many different species
and possibilities for reactions
• For the atmospheric gasses want to understand the
lifetimes (residence times), or how long molecules
remain in the atmosphere before removed by:
o Conversion to other species
o Removal by precipitation
o Interacting with the earth’s surface

• For a particular gas, understanding and quantifying
the sources and sinks is an involved process, which
we will illustrate for a couple of examples in the next
lecture

Synthetic  Compounds	
• The table of atmospheric constituents (which leaves
out several, notably GHG’s N2O, NH3, NO2, SO2) we
listed CFC’s (<1 ppb), a class of synthetic chemicals
• The development of chemistry and the industry based
on it, brought a fantastic number of synthetic
compounds that had never existed before, limited
only by the ingenuity of chemists and engineers to
address particular needs
• Plastics, pesticides, refrigerants, solvents, cleaning
agents and more have changed our lives vastly,
sometimes having unintended consequences

Ozone  –  stratospheric  UV  shield	
• Ozone (O3) created in stratosphere, shields us from
most harmful UV rays
• O3 in troposphere is an
urban pollutant, a GHG
• Stratospheric O3 has
been depleted by long
lived synthetic chemicals
• Example of coordinated
societal action to solve a
similar atmospheric crisis

Stratospheric  Ozone  Chemistry	
Shields  us  from  UV  through  its  creation/destruction  process:	
Ozone Formation:
1. O2 + hv(< 242 nm)
2. O + O2 + M

2 O (highly energetic)
O3 + M

M = (e.g.) N2, O2

Ozone Destruction:
1. O3 + hv(200 – 320 nm)
2. O + O3
high  energy	
short  wavelength	

2 O2

O + O2
Electromagnetic  spectrum	
Low  energy	
  long  wavelength	

Chloroﬂuorocarbons  (CFCs)	
• Created by Thomas Midgley* at DuPont ca. 1930
• CF2Cl2 (Freon-12), first marketed as a refrigerant
• A safer substitute for flammable and otherwise
acutely hazardous refrigerants (e.g., NH3, C3H8)
• Later also marketed as a safer substitute for
industrial solvents suspected to be carcinogens
• Chemically stable and relatively acutely
nonhazardous
• In many applications, CFCs have now been
replaced by hydrochlorofluorocarbons, HCFCs
*Midgley is also credited with discovering tetraethyl-lead’s anti-knock
properties in 1921, while working at General Motors.

Rowland  and  Molina	

Mario Molina and F. Sherwood Rowland, “Stratospheric Sink
of Chlorofluoromethanes: Chlorine Atom-Catalyzed
Destruction of Ozone,” Nature, 249, June 1974, pp. 810 –
812.

Rowland and Molina (with Paul Crutzen) won the 1995
Nobel Prize in Chemistry.

Stratospheric  Ozone  Destruction	
1. CF2Cl2 + hv(~200 nm)
2. •Cl + O3
3. ClO + O

CF2Cl + •Cl (radical)

ClO + O2
•Cl + O2

Adding equations 2 and 3 gives:
4. O + O3

2 O2

Removal of chlorine oxide:
5. ClO + NO2

ClONO2 (chlorine nitrate)

Stratospheric  Ozone  Depletion	
• J. C. Farman, B. G. Gardiner, and J. D. Shanklin,
“Large losses of total ozone in Antarctica reveal
seasonal ClOx/NOx interaction,” Nature, 315, May
1985, pp. 207 –210.
• Chlorine radicals from CFCs destroy ozone at a rate
of approx. 1% per day, leading to the ozone hole

Antarctic  Ozone  Hole	

Montreal  Protocol	
The Montreal Protocol to the International Convention
for the Protection of the Ozone Layer
• Established a schedule for the end of the
production and use of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)
• Signed in 1987
• Activated in 1989 after being ratified by 11 countries
that together accounted for two-thirds of global
CFC use—and after DuPont announced that HCFC
substitutes would be available
• Schedule established in 1990 to phase out all CFC
production and use in the industrialized nations by
2000

Further  info	
• Each year the Antarctic ozone hole breaks up, the
ozone-depleted air drifts to nearby areas. Decreases in
the ozone level of up to 10% have been reported in New
Zealand in the month following the breakup of the
Antarctic ozone hole, with ultraviolet-B radiation
intensities increasing by more than 15% since the 1970s.
• Brominated haloalkanes such as
bromochlorodifluoromethane (Halon 1211, CF2ClBr) and
bromotrifluoromethane (Halon 1301, CF3Br) are used as
fire suppressants. However, bromine is an even more
potent destroyer of ozone than chlorine, and many
halons have also been banned under the Montreal
Protocol

